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L2Curvature pinching
Maung Min-Oo and Ernst A. Ruh

§1.

Introduction

For a Riemannian manifold (AT, g), we will dénote by K its sectional
curvature, by Rm R[jk the Riemannian curvature tensor, by Rc Rjk Rlljk the
Ricci curvature, and by R Rk gjkRjk its scalar curvature. We normalize our
of radius 1 has K= l. If M is compact, we
curvature tensors so that the sphère
dénote by d its diameter, by V its volume and we define: r -$R 1/VJR to be
the average scalar curvature. In gênerai we will use the notation =l/V$ to
dénote the average intégral.
To measure the déviation from constant sectional curvature we introduce the
S&quot;

f

tensor:

(1.01)

-

where gll]k g}kg[ glkgl} is the curvature tensor of the standard sphère
We will
call Rm the reduced curvature tensor.
The first resuit of this paper is the following pinching theorem for the average
L2-norm of the reduced curvature tensor. If we replace the L2-norm by the
stronger pointwise C°-norm, in the following, then the corresponding theorem
would be simply the classical differentiable pinching theorem for the case of the
sphère and hyperbolic space. (See [8] for the case r &gt; 0 and [5] for r &lt; 0). In fact
our proof consists of showing that the weaker pinching assumptions do in fact
imply the stronger one after a small smoothing perturbation obtained by
following Hamilton&apos;s Ricci flow [9] for a short time.

THEOREM

5&quot;.

For any n&gt;3 and A&gt;0, there exists an e(n, A)&gt;0,
depending only on n and A, such that if a compact Riemannian manifold (Mn, g)
1.
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satisfies:

(i)

(ii) d2tnax|A:|&lt;A2

(iii) ^j\Rm\2&lt;e(n, A),
M admits

then

a metric g

of constant sectional curvature K{g)

The next resuit deals with the case where r 0, i.e. with Riemannian
manifolds which are almost flat in the L2-sense, and generalizes the well known
theorems of Gromov [6] and Ruh [14]. In fact, we show that our resuit can be
reduced to the known theorems.

For any n 3 and A 0, there exists an e(n, A) 0,
depending only on n and A, such that if a compact Riemannian manifold (Mn, g)

THEOREM

satisfies:

(i)

2.

&gt;

&gt;

&gt;

22

(ii) d4j\Rm\2&lt;e(n,A),
then M is diffeomorphic to a compact quotient
discrète group of isometries.

of

a

nilpotent Lie group by a

Our third resuit deals with almost Einstein manifolds and generalizes a
previous resuit of the first author [12] on C°-almost Einstein metrics. To
formulate the theorem we introduce the reduced Ricci curvature to be the tensor:
(1.02)

For any n&gt;3 and A&gt;0, there exists an e(n, A)&gt;0,
depending only on n and A, such that if a compact Riemannian manifold (Mn, g)

THEOREM

3.

satisfies:

(i) r&lt;0

(ii)
(iii)
then

^

M admits an Einstein metric g of constant négative Ricci curvature.
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The basic method used to prove the above theorems is to deform the metric in
the direction of its Ricci curvature as was fïrst successfully done by R. S. Hamilton
in [9]. This flow of metrics, which by [9] exists, at least for a short positive time,
detei .nines a non-linear parabolic évolution équation for the curvature tensor and
its various components. The main idea in this work is to show that a weak
L2-pinching assumption on some appropriate component of the curvature would
lead after a short time along the flow, to a C°-pinching condition for the same
curvature component, thus reducing our results to known theorems.
The basic technique used to achieve this is the classical Moser itération
method together with some récent estimâtes for Sobolev constants and isoperimetric inequalities as obtained by S. Gallot [2]. This work is a natural
continuation of our papers [11] [12] and relies on some of the computations and
methods therein.
Theorems similar in spirit to the above results hâve also been obtained by Gao
[4]. The main results of [4] deal with purely Ln/2-pinching assumptions on the
curvature and hence are weaker than our a priori assumption on d2max \K\. On
the other hand, Gao requires a somewhat restrictive assumption on the lower
bound of the volume or the injectivity radius, which is needed in order to appeal
to an abstract compactness theorem due to Gromov. This kind of assumption
would rule out any version of Theorem 2 above.

§2. The évolution équations

We follow R. S.

j

Hamilton&apos;s

^

basic paper [9] and consider the Ricci flow:

(2.01)

where r(0) is a constant which we choose to be the average scalar curvature of the
initial metric g(0) at time t 0. This differs in normalization from the équation
used by Hamilton [9] since r(0) is constant in time. It is proved in [9] that, on a
compact manifold, this flow of metrics can be integrated for a maximal time
interval [0? T) such that if T &lt;», then lim,_^rmax \K(t)\ ».
We will freely use hère the notation and also some formulas of [12]. For
example, the Laplacians used hère will be non-negative operators, which is
opposite the sign convention of [9].
In terms of the reduced Ricci curvature Rc RtJ introduced in (1.02) the basic
évolution équation (2.01) becomes g —2Rc.
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then we hâve

-/ty,

(2.02)

where the dot dénotes time derivative, and R=R-r(0), is the trace of Rc. The
rate of change of the total volume V is given by:

(2.03)

The standard décomposition of the curvature tensor into its irreducible
components is:

R&apos;«*

M^X)^llk +

Z&apos;Jk

+

(2&apos;04)

W&apos;Jk&apos;

Hère W dénotes the Weyl conformai curvature tensor, and Z, the traceless Ricci
curvature tensor of type (1,3) is given by:

-

where zv RtJ (R/n)gtJ is the trace free Ricci tensor of type (0, 2).
The basic évolution équation for the whole Riemannian curvature tensor
Rm R[jky regarded as a 2-form with values in gl(TM) T*M ® TM, as derived
in Thm. 7.1 of [9] or in Lemma 4 and formulas (2.14) and (2.15) of [11] is:
— Rm

ut

where Â
by:
Ql,,k

+ ÂRm +
V*V

—

0

0,

(2.07)

tr V2 is the rough Laplacian and the quadratic term Q

is given

R^R&apos;Pqk

+

R&apos;plkR&lt;:

+ R&apos;ipkRÏ +

R&apos;llpRpk

-

(2.08)

Rp,)kR&apos;p.

Expanding Q in terms of the décomposition:

*U-*U+-r?W*
l)

and

R&apos;.=R&apos;.+~g&apos;,

n
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we obtain:

Rlp,kR?

+ R&apos;ipkR? +

R&apos;llpRpk

- R?kRp

KO)

^

(/ï^f +

R&apos;ipkgf

+

R&apos;,lpg»k

-

R?)kglp)

r(0)2
2/

i\ Vop/Acôi

&apos;

*

oipk&amp;j

(-2R&apos;llk

ôijp&amp;k

oijk&amp;p)

- 2RlgM -

n

^

&quot;

2g^* -

2R&apos;lkj

-2gU - 2(n - l)glkg{ -

where we hâve substituted the définition g[jk

OU

+

2g&apos;kll

gjkg[

—

2g&apos;,R,k

+ 2{n

+ g,kR{

- \)glkg] +

gikgl} and

2g&apos;k)l)

where

R?&amp;&apos;p#

+ R&apos;p,kRÏ + R&apos;ipkRf +

R&apos;,IPRI

-

RPkR&apos;p

is quadratic in the reduced curvature Rm

R&apos;l&gt;k.

(2.09)
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Using now the first Bianchi identity and collecting terms we obtain:

eu=êU+2j~ *U -

^j

(g^î - g,Rl).

(2.

We note that the terms which are quadratic in the scalar curvature and g cancel
away nicely. Since

-2z)kgi + 2z,kg\

-

(2.11)

2-g&apos;llk&gt;

n

we hâve

-

ô&lt;

2r{0)n&apos;

(2-04)

The évolution équation satisfied by the reduced curvature Rm is therefore:

~

Q&apos;«k

Taking now the trace with respect to / and / in (2.12) we find that Rc satisfies:

42
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where

is a trace free symmetric tensor.

From this it follows that the scalar curvature

satisfies:

d

JtR+i

dt

*R

2\Rc l2 + lr(0)R
2\Rc \2--nr(Q)R
2|z|2 + 2-RR.

(2.14)

n

Taking the scalar product of (2.12) with Rm, we get:
— + A) \Rm\2+\VRïn\2 + (Q, Rm)
-(
2 \dt
I

^^-(\Rm\2-—?—\Z\2-2\W\2) + (Rc*Rm, Rm),
/
n \
n—1

(2.15)

where the last term (Rc * Rm)lljk (g?Rg + Rfgg)Rlpqk arises from the fact that we
also hâve to differentiate the norm we use to measure the curvature.
Since the terms (Q, Rm) and (Rc* Rm, Rm) are cubic in the reduced
curvature Rm, we hâve therefore the parabolic inequalities:

/
\
„
„
^^
+ c(n)|/?m|3
—+ Zi |/?m|2-h|V«m|2&lt;--1^|/?m|2
-I
2 \at
n
/
1

d

_

2r(0)

if r(0)&gt;0

(2.16)

and

&lt;-2r(0)|«m|2 + c(n)|«m|3 in case r(0) &lt; 0.
For the case r(0)

(2.17)

0, we can refer directly to the évolution équation (2.07) of
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the total curvature and deduce that:

+ A) \Rrn\+ \VRm\c(n) \Rm\3
l (4
\ot
/

(2.18)

2

Intégration of the above inequalties (2.16) and (2.17) gives us:

(2.19)
where the last term arises from differentiating the volume form
The above estimate still holds for the case r(0) 0, Le.,

\ît\ |/?m|2 + /

|V*m|2&quot;C{n)\ |/?m|3&quot;\

\*

\x.

(2*20)

|/?m|2&gt;

Finally, the foliowing évolution équations for the reduced Ricci curvature
were derived in [12]. (Rc h in the notation of that paper).

where
qtJ

^

^-9,,,

(2.21)

G*,,

and hence

+Zi)|^|2+|V^|2&lt;c(Aï)|/?m||^|2,

(2.22)

f |/fr|2&lt;-r(O)f |^|2 + c(n)f \Rm\\Rc\\
~
2dtJ
n

J

(2.23)

J

§3. Moser itération

We begin by normalizing the initial metric g(0) at t
max \K(0)\

1,

d(0)&lt;A

0. We assume:

(3.01)
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This implies that |r(0)| &lt;n(w — 1) and \Rm(0)\ ^c(n), where from now on, by
abuse of notation, c(n) will dénote any constant depending only on the
dimension.
Since \Rm\2 satisfies a parabolic inequality (2.18) with a cubic non-linearity in
the zeroth order terms, the usual maximum principle shows that there exists a
universal time T T(n) &gt;0, depending only on the dimension n, such that:

max|#(0l^2 forallfe[0, 3T]

(3.02)

This implies max \Rm(t)\ ^ c(n) and hence also max \Rc(t)\ &lt; c(n) for 0 &lt; t ^
3T. It follows that ail the metrics g(t), t e [0, 3T] are uniformly bounded. This is
because the change in the metric satisfies:

max

~\oggt{v,v)
dt

and hence for v

exp

^0

(-c(n)T)

&lt;

-—-1—- &lt; exp (c(n)T)f

which also gives a volume estimate:

c(n,

T)&apos;1 &lt;

^

&lt;

c(n, T)

for ail t e [0, 37].

Our assumptions on the initial curvature in Theorems 1, 2 and

(i)

(ii)

3

are:

^22
f
|/î/n(0)|2&lt;d-4e

(iii) J |£c(0)|2&lt;r(0)2e,

r(0)&lt;0

(3.03)

where ^ dénotes the average value.
Using the notation || ||2 for the L2-norm, we hâve from (2.19), (2.20), (2.23),
and the uniform bound on \Rm\ in [0,3T] the following inequality:

|||r(oiiïsc(n)||r(oiii for*epur]

(3.04)

L2-Curvature pinching
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Rrn, Rm, or Rc. This implies the following estimate for

their L2-norms:

s imO)||iexp (c(n)t)

for t e [0, 37]

(3.05)

In order to proceed to a C°-estimate we use the pointwise inequality:

which by (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), and (2.22) holds for ail the curvature tensors we
are interested in.
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, dividing through by \T\, and using
the uniform bound on \Rm\, we obtain the linear parabolic inequality:

(jt+A)\T\xc(n)\T\

for t e [0,37]

(3.06)

where we interpret the inequality in the weak sensé at the points where T 0.
We will now apply the Moser itération technique to the above inequality
(3.06) to obtain C°-estimates for ail the quantities \Rm\, \Rm\, and \Rc\. We will
show that after some short time the C°-norms are controlled by the average
L2-norms up to a constant depending only on the dimension n and the constant
A. Since this estimate is a basic ingrédient of this paper, we will prove a gênerai
Lemma about the Moser itération technique on a compact manifold.

LEMMA. Let M be a compact manifold and let g(t) be a smooth one
parameter family of Riemannian metrics for t e [0, 3T] with T &lt; » and suppose
that for some constant B

&gt;

0, we hâve a uniform estimate:

for f€ [0,371,

max jtg&lt;(v, v

(3.07)

where the norm used is with respect to the metric at time t.
e [0, 371] such that the diameter d and the
Assume further that there exists
Ricci curvature of the metric g(t&apos;) at time satisfies the estimate:
t&apos;

t&apos;

d2

min Ric(v, v)

&gt;

-(n - l)H2 for some H

s&gt;

0.

(3.08)

46
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Let u: [0, 3T] x M—» [0, &lt;»] 6e a non-negative function with square integrable
first derivatives satisfying the parabolic inequality :
d

Jtl
in the weak sensé, where A is the time dépendent Laplacian with respect to the
metric g(t) at time t, and A is a constant.
Then, there exists a constant c(n, T, A, B, H) depending only on the
arguments indicated such that the following estimate holds:
\2 &lt;
maximum \u(t, x)\2
C(n,

r3T
Ty

(t,x)e[2T,3T)xM

Af

By

H)dn +

JT

4-

JM

\u(ty x)\2 dx dt

(**)

where d is the minimum diameter of ail the metrics {g (01 * € [0, 3T]}, + dénotes
the average intégral, and maximum stands for the essential maximum.

We give a proof of the above Lemma following closely Moser&apos;s original paper
[13]. The only technical point we hâve to take care of is the fact that the metric
and hence the volume form we are using is changing with time. First the
assumption (3.07) implies:

d
max — logg,(u, v)
and hence

c(T, By&apos;^^—^ciT, B)
gt2(v,

v)

for ail tu t2e[0, 3T] and

v*0.

(3.09)

This implies in particular that the diameters and the volumes of ail the metrics
are équivalent:

and

(ii)

c(n,T,Byl^^-&lt;c(n,T,B)

for ail tu t2e [0, 3T].

L2-Curvature pinching
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For the rate of change of the volume form \i we hâve

Kl*-)--

^c(n, B).

(3.11)

We also need to establish a uniform bound for the Sobolev constant
the Riemannian manifold M, which appears in the Sobolev inequality:

where m

It

=^.

CSoh

for

(3.12)

known that the best constants in Sobolev inequalities are determined
by the isoperimetric constant defined by:
is well

inf {(vol

C1SO

3D)&quot;/(vol

(3.13)

D)&quot;&quot;1},

where the infinum is taken over ail (not necessarily connected) open submanifolds
Dn c Mn with smooth boundary dDn~l and with 2 vol (D) &lt; vol (M).
The précise relation of C1SO with the optimal CSob appearing in (3.12) is then:
(see for example [2], [10]):
CSob

c(n)C7j/n.

(3.14)

By its very définition, CISO is a C°-invariant of the metric and by our
information Lipschitz estimate (3.09) for the C°-norms of the metrics we hâve

C(n, B,

T)Clso(t&quot;)

* ClSQ(O * C(n, B, TylClso(0

for

t\ f e [0, 3T].

(3.15)

Now by results due to S. Gallot [2] (see also [1] and [3]), which are based on
an isoperimetric inequality of M. Gromov [7], we know that C^V&quot;1 can be
bounded from below by a constant depending only on an upper bound for the
diameter and a lower bound for the Ricci curvature. More explicitly, under the
assumption (3.08) we hâve, according to [2(7), Theorem 1.1], the following
estimate:

c

&gt;

Vd -nI(n, H)

(3.16)

where

I(n,H

1

H

fH
Jo

l
\

cosh&lt;

+—
nH

dt

48
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with
JrH/2 (cosh s)n~l ds
I

in case

H

&gt;

0

o

and

if H

0, we set

/(n, 0)

2n~\

Therefore, by (3.14):
maximum CSoh(t)V(t)2/n d{t)~2 &lt; c(rc, fl, T, H).

If u

&gt;

—+

0 is a sub solution

A\uq

of (*) then for any q

(3.17)

&gt;

0, we compute:

^

By setting: u0

w

and t^+1

u^, for k

- 0, 1,

with p

n

we obtain:

(3.18)

which shows that the powers upk also satisfy (*) except that the constant A has to
be replaced by Ak Apk.
then we
If x(t) is a function of t alone, and if v satisfies (*) with a constant
A&apos;,

hâve:

Jt(X2\\v\\l) + 2X2 \\dv\\l-2Xx\\v\\22

by(3.11).
(3.19)
where we assume, without loss of generality that
^c(n, B).
For any 0&lt; T&lt;tk&lt;tk + rk ~tk+l&lt;2T, we choose a cut-off function x(t)
satisfying: x ° on [°? ^], ^ s 1 on [tk+i, oo] and 0&lt;x &lt; 2t^1.
By integrating inequality (3.19) over the interval [tk, 3T], and neglecting the
2A&apos;

L2-Curvature pinching
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first term, which is nonnegative, we obtain the following energy estimate:

f

||&lt;fo(0ll!

Jtk+\

* c(n,

B)(A&apos;

+

2(3.20)

C \\v(t)\\2.

x~kl)

Jtk

On the other hand, by integrating on [tk, t] where te[tk+1,3T] is chosen to
be such that:

maximum ||v(0lll=s 2

and neglecting the non-negative energy term, we hâve

maximum
tk +

||v(0Hi^4(i4&apos;

l^t^2T

+ T~kl)\

\\v(t)\\\.

(3.21)

Jtk

The Sobolev inequality (3.12) implies

and by the Hôlder inequality:

\Vm/ r \2/n
f
/f
jv2p&lt;llv2m) [jv2)

since

+ -=1
-12

and

2

p=-+l.

Combining them we hâve

j v*

&lt;

CSob^&quot;(-f v2f&quot;j

(\dv\2 + v2)

and hence by intégration with respect to t, we get

f

i

Jtk+l Jm

v2p&lt;

maximum \cSob(t)V(t)2/n(l v2)
\Jm t
t€[tk + h3T) l

&quot;U

J Jtk

-f (\dv\2 + v2).

(3.22)

JM

Substituting now the estimâtes (3.20) and (3.21) and using the fact that we
hâve uniform estimâtes (3.10), and (3.15) for the volume V(t), diameters d(t)

50
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and the Sobolev constants
T

i

v2p

&lt;

of ail the metrics g(t) we get

c(n, B, T, H)

d2((A&apos;

+

l v2)\

{

t*&apos;){

(3.23)

where d is the diameter of any of the metrics g(t) for t e [0, 3T].
Choosing now a partition: T t0 &lt; • • • &lt; f* T(2 p~^) &lt;

[Tf2T]

-

such that

• • • &lt;

and applying (3.23) to the inequality (3.18) satisfied by the powers vk
intervais [tk, 3T] we get:

i

3T ç

C3T ç

/„

2T of

of u on the

x/&gt;
)&apos;¦

Jtk+i

i.e.,

i

C3T

iv2k+l^c(n,T,B,H)d2(A&apos;kl

\

Jtk + l J

Jtk

l
J

v2X

(3.24)

&apos;

with
A&apos;k

Ak

If we set L(k)

(j^j

L(k + 1) ^ L(0)

II (c(n, T, 5,

&lt;c(n,

vif&quot;,

then (3.24) can be expressed

as

TyA,B,H)dnL{0)

This proves Lemma 1, because

lim L(A:)
k-*&lt;*&gt;

maximum \u(t, x)\2.

(t,x)e[2T,3T)xM

to the linear par abolie inequality (3.06) satisfied by the
curvature tensors Rm, Rm, and Rc in the time interval [0,3T] chosen above, and
using the L2-estimate (3.05) now reduces the proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3
respectively to their known C°-versions [8], [5], [6], [14] and [12].

Applying Lemma

1
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Finally, we check that al the constants appearing in this case dépend only on
the dimension n and the a-priori bound A:
(i) after the initial scaling (3.01) the time 7&gt;0 was chosen to dépend only
on n\
(ii) the constant B of the assumption (3.17) is given by \Rc\ and hence can be
estimated by c(n) \Rm\ &lt;c(n) in the time interval [0, 3T]

(iii) the constant H of (3.08) can be estimated by A
(iv) the constant A is estimated by c(n) \Rm\ &lt; c(n) in the given time interval.
(v) the diameter d(0) at time 0 is normalized to be

&lt;A.
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